
Boardwalk Empire Season One From Emmy-winning writer Terence Winter (The 
Sopranos) and Executive Producer Martin Scorsese,Boardwalk Empire begins in 
Atlantic City in 1920. It is the eve of Prohibition, and county treasurer, Enoch "Nucky" 
Thompson (Steve Buscemi) is looking to cash in. As the undisputed "Boss" of Atlantic 
City, Nucky leads a double life as a politician and bootlegger; Prohibition may have 
outlawed alcohol, but in Nucky's world it has opened up highly lucrative opportunities 
for gangsters and rumrunners looking to provide "liquid gold" for a thirsty nation. In a 
city defined by notorious backroom politics and vicious power struggles, Nucky must 
battle with a relentless federal agent, ambitious underlings, and opportunistic rivals - 
including Arnold Rothstein, Lucky Luciano, and Al Capone. HBO
Justified Season 2 In the aftermath of the deadly showdown that freed Harlan County 
from the Crowder family crime reign, U.S. Marshal Raylan Givens must now take on 
even greater criminal forces looking to seize power - including hellbent nemesis Boyd 
Crowder and the arrival of brutal, new adversary Mags Bennett. Filled with treacherous 
twists at every turn. Sony
Contagion When a lethal airborne virus with the power to wipe out humanity is 
unleashed, the worldwide medical community races to find a vaccine and stop the panic 
from spreading. Starring Matt Damon, Gwyneth Paltrow, Kate Winslet, Marion 
Cotillard, and Academy Award nominees Jude Law and Laurence Fishburne, this 
edge-of-your-seat thriller follows the deadly path of a virus that is beyond containment. 
Researchers for disease control, the military, the World Health Organization and 
ordinary civilians mobilize to try and find a cure and the cause before it's too late. 
Directed by Steven Soderbergh, this portrait of suspense examines how courage pulls 
us together... while society is falling apart. Warner
Bucky Larson Born To Be A Star Adam Sandler co-writes and produces this Columbia 
Pictures comedy starring Nick Swardson as Bucky Larson, a nerd from nowhere who 
heads out West to become a porn star after finding out his parents were ones 
themselves. Upon arriving in Hollywood, a waitress (Christina Ricci) with self-esteem 
issues gets him situated in the slightly less seedy part of town. Meanwhile, Bucky 
connects with a friend of his parents, Miles Deep (Don Johnson), who pities the 
backwards man-child and gives him a shot in the world of porn - only to discover that 
he's severely lacking in both experience and manliness. Through sheer luck, the footage 
of Bucky becomes a viral hit on the internet and he is propelled to the top of the adult 
film business, irking the current king of porn actors, Dick Shadow (Stephen Dorff), 
who'll do anything to not be in the shadow of the small time fool. Sony
Mannix 6th Season Joe Mannix (Mike Connors), an Armenian-American Korean War 
veteran, is a cunning and tough private eye who solves an array of baffling and deadly 
cases in Los Angeles with the help of his dedicated secretary, Peggy Fair (Gail Fisher). 
Also aiding Joe are several cops, including Lt. Malcolm (Ward Wood) and Lt. Tobias 
(Robert Reed), as he braves danger to pursue murderers, kidnappers and thieves in this 
hard-edged, critically acclaimed series. Paramount/CBS. 
Good Morning Vietnam Set in 1965; Produced and released in 1987. In Good 
Morning, Vietnam, which is based on a true story, Cronauer (Robin Williams) is a 
nonconformist with a wicked sense of humor who is transferred from Crete to Saigon. 
Outrageous and over the top, Cronauer speaks in accents, creates characters, pokes fun 
at everyone including the President and spins banned rock and roll tunes. While his 
antics amuse the masses, they also put him in hot water with his superior officers, 
particularly Lt. Steven Hauk, who would prefer that the radio show be censored, 
sanitized, and completely noncontroversial. Cronauer takes his show outside the radio 
station when he starts to teach Vietnamese locals English in an effort to meet pretty, 
demure Trinh. He befriends Trinh's brother, Tuan, who becomes an unlikely comrade in 
uncertain times Buena Vista
Dead Poets Society Williams portrays passionate English professor John Keating, who, 
in an age of crew cuts, sport coats and cheerless conformity, inspires his students to 
live life to the fullest, exclaiming..."Carpe Diem, lads! Seize the day. Make your lives 
extraordinary!" The charismatic teacher's emotionally charged challenge is met by his 
students with irrepressible enthusiasm--changing their lives forever. Buena Vista
Our Idiot Brother Paul Rudd stars in this witty and highly relatable comedy about that 
one family member who is always just a little bit behind the curve. For sisters Liz 
(Emily Mortimer), Miranda (Elizabeth Banks) and Natalie (Zooey Deschanel), that 
person is their upbeat brother Ned, an organic farmer whose willingness to trust human 
kind allows for oddly trouble-free existence. Ned may be utterly lacking in common 
sense, but he is their brother and after his girlfriend dumps him and boots him off the 
farm, his sisters must once again come to his rescue. As Liz, Miranda and Natalie each 
take a turn at housing Ned, their brother's unfailing commitment to honesty creates 
more than a few messes in their comfortable routines. But after seeing life through 
Ned's optimistic perspective, his family comes to realize that maybe Ned isn't such an 
idiot after all. Anchor Bay
I Don't Know How She Does It A working mother strives to balance her demanding 
career with the stress of raising two young children and maintaining a healthy marriage 
in this comedy adapted from the best-selling novel by Allison Pearson. By day, Kate 
Reddy (Sarah Jessica Parker) works for a Boston-based financial management firm; by 
night, she's a devoted mother to two adoring children and the happily married wife of 
out-of-work architect Richard (Greg Kinnear). Though balancing those two worlds has 
its fair share of challenges, Kate generally manages to come out on top thanks to the 
support of her best friend, Allison, who's had plenty of experience balancing kids and a 
career. Meanwhile, on the other end of the spectrum, Kate's sharp-as-a-tack junior 
associate assistant, Momo (Olivia Munn), possesses a fear of children and a strong 
work ethic. Just when Kate lands a lucrative new account that will see her traveling 
across the country on a regular basis, however, her new business associate Jack (Pierce 
Brosnan) reveals his flirtatious side and Richard receives a job offer he can't turn down. 
Though it looks as if Kate and Richard couldn't possibly take on any more 
responsibility, the demands of modern living ensure they'll never have a dull moment, 
even if they try. Anchor Bay
Apollo 18 Officially, Apollo 17, launched December 17th, 1972 was the last manned 
mission to the moon. But a year later, in December of 1974, two American astronauts 
were sent on a secret mission to the moon funded by the U.S. Department of Defense. 
What you are about to see is the actual footage which the astronauts captured on that 
mission. While NASA denies its authenticity, others say it's the real reason we've never 
gone back to the moon. Anchor Bay
Sinners and Saints A haunted New Orleans cop realizes that one of his oldest friends 
may be the ringleader of a vicious crime ring while teaming with a seasoned detective 
to investigate a brutal underworld killing. Detective Sean Reilly (Johnny Strong) is the 
head of the distinguished "Street Crimes" crime squad in the Big Easy. He's still 
recovering from the recent death of his son when his wife walks out on him, and his 
partner is killed during a brutal ambush. Sympathetic yet reluctant to lose one of his 
best men, Captain Trehan (Tom Berenger) partners Sean with Detective William Ganz 
(Kevin Phillips). Their mission: sniff out the clues in a brutal gangland slaying, and 
brink the killer to justice. Later, as all evidence points to Colin (Sean Patrick Flanery), 
a lifelong friend of Sean's and a defense contractor who has recently returned from the 
Middle East, the stakes suddenly get higher than anyone could have anticipated. 
Anchor Bay
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Two Minutes To Glory Two minutes: Sometimes, that's all it takes. In just two 
minutes of football, miracles can occur, mere passers can become legends, and 
those wild, heart-pounding moments can capture the imagination of all fans 
and become etched into the fabric of NFL lore. Two Minutes to Glory lives in 
those two minutes like no DVD ever has. With exclusive sideline sound and 
player wirings, go inside some of the most miraculous comebacks and 
goal-line stands in NFL history. You'll see the crowning glory of championship 
winning drives, and meet the legends who've made the incredible seem 
commonplace. With over two hours of exciting footage and thrilling extra 
content, Two Minutes to Glory bring you the most nerve-rattling moments of 
NFL football, presented by the Emmy Award winning storytellers of NFL 
films. This is a must for any football fan. Vivendi
Dolphin Tale Inspired by the incredible true story of Winter, a dolphin who 
was rescued off the Florida coast after her tail became caught in a crab trap, 
this uplifting family-oriented adventure from director/co-screenwriter Charles 
Martin Smith details the unique bond between an injured dolphin and a young 
boy. When Winter loses her tail in a tragic accident, her young friend 
convinces the locals to build her a prosthetic replacement, inspiring hope and 
courage in handicapped people across the globe. Nathan Gamble, Morgan 
Freeman, Harry Connick Jr., Ashley Judd, and Kris Kristofferson star. Warner
A Turtle's Tale: Sammy's Adventures This family-friendly animated film 
follows the journey of Sammy, a sea turtle who leaves the beach where he was 
born and spends the next 50 years exploring the world's oceans all while trying 
to find his first love, another turtle named Shelly. Along the way, Sammy 
encounters many threats to the health of his watery environment, including oil 
spills, whaling ships and more. Isabelle Fuhrman and Tim Curry lend their 
vocal talents to the film. Vivendi
Blackthorn It's been said (but unsubstantiated) that Butch Cassidy and the 
Sundance Kid were killed in a standoff with the Bolivian military in 1908. 
Cassidy survived, and is quietly living out his years under the name James 
Blackthorn in a secluded Bolivian village. Tired of his long exile from the US 
and hoping to see his family again before he dies, Cassidy sets out on the long 
journey home. But when an unexpected encounter with an ambitious young 
criminal derails his plans, he is thrust into one last adventure, the likes of 
which he hasn'’t experienced since his glory days with the Sundance Kid. 
Magnolia
The Garfield Show: Dinosaurs and other Animal Adventures Everyone's 
favorite cat is at it again! Join this larger than life feline and his animal friends 
as they embark on a series of adventures from digging up dinosaur bones, 
working with farm animals and discovering life under the sea. No stone is left 
unturned as Garfield takes us through the history of dogs, attends a pet show 
and even prepares to eat a pet goldfish! Being part of the animal kingdom has 
never been any more exciting! Vivendi
The Guard Two policemen must join forces to take on an international drug- 
smuggling gang - one, an unorthodox Irish policeman and the other, a 
straitlaced FBI agent. Sergeant Gerry Boyle (Brendan Gleason) is an eccentric 
small-town cop with a confrontational and crass personality and a subversive 
sense of humor. A longtime policeman in County Galway, Boyle is a maverick 
with his own moral code. He has seen enough of the world to know there isn't 
much to it and has had plenty of time to think about it. When a fellow police 
officer disappears and Boyle's small town becomes key to a large drug 
trafficking investigation, he is forced to at least feign interest when dealing 
with the humorless FBI agent Wendell Everett (Don Cheadle) assigned to the 
case. Sony
Archer Season 2 Sterling Archer, the world's most dangerous spy, and his 
snarky ISIS cohorts are back for another outrageously raunchy season of 
international espionage and hilarious inter-office intrigue! When he's not busy 
foiling eco-terrorist threats, tracking down mysterious killers, or having sex in 
x-ray machines, the suave master-spy has his hands full with bikini-clad 
ninjas, Swiss nymphomaniacs, and paternity suits.Archer searches for the true 
identity of his father, battles breast cancer, and brings a sexy, ex-KGB agent 
home to meet his domineering mother. It's all in a day's work for the 
international man of mystery in this uproariously edgy animated farce. Fox
In The Name of the King 2 Two Worlds Dolph Lundgren stars as a 
modern-day warrior who travels back through time in this action-packed 
follow-up to the original In The Name Of The King. Granger (Lundgren), a 
lethal, ex-Special Forces soldier, finds himself transported back to a mystical 
age of sorcery, dragons and savage hand-to-hand combat. He has been 
summoned to defeat the forces of darkness and fulfill an ancient prophecy. But 
as he fights his way to the truth, Granger learns no one can be trusted and one 
wrong move could cost him not only his life, but the future of his world. Fox
Shark Night Arriving by boat at her family's Louisiana lake island cabin, Sara 
and her friends quickly strip down to their swimsuits for a weekend of fun in 
the sun. But when star football player Malik stumbles from the salt-water lake 
with his arm torn off, the party mood quickly evaporates. Assuming the injury 
was caused by a freak wake-boarding accident, the group realizes they have to 
get Malik to a hospital on the other side of the lake, and fast. But as they set 
out in a tiny speedboat, the college friends discover the lake has been stocked 
with hundreds of massive, flesh-eating sharks! Stars Sara Paxton, Chris 
Carmack, Joel David Moore, Katharine McPhee. Fox
The Borgias First Season is a complex, unvarnished portrait of one of 
history's most intriguing families. Oscar-winner Jeremy Irons stars as Rodrigo 
Borgia, the cunning, manipulative patriarch of the Borgia family who ascends 
to the highest circles of power within Renaissance-era Italy. The series begins 
as Rodrigo becomes Pope Alexander VI, propelling him, his two 
Machiavellian sons Cesare and Juan, and his scandalously beautiful daughter, 
Lucrezia, to become the most powerful and influential family of the Italian 
Renaissance. Also stars David Oakes, Francois Arnaud, Holliday Grainger, 
Aidan Alexander, Emmanuelle Chriqui, Ronan Vibert, Mark Noble, Colm 
Feore, Joanne Whalley This set contains every episode from the first season of 
The Borgias, the cable series that follows the exploits of the infamous, 
powerful family that came to power in the 15th century. The program starred 
Jeremy Irons as the patriarch of the scheming, decadent clan. 
Showtime/Paramount
Stars and Stripes Forever is the rousing and patriotic march heard every 
Fourth of July, and, the inspirational film about the American music legend 
who wrote it, John Philip Sousa. Beginning with Sousa's days as a sergeant 
major in the United States Marine Corps and leader of the Corps' famous 
marching band, Stars And Stripes Forever transports you back to the 1890s 
and Sousa's ascent to world renown as a composer and conductor of The Sousa 
Band. Three-time Academy Award nominee Clifton Webb shines as Souza, 
"The March King," along with Robert Wagner, Debra Paget and Ruth Hussey. 
Fox
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